THE DIARY

Could be one hundred and eleven years old. I don't feel it. Last date remembered... February 10 1948. New calendar. In bed at home in Moscow. But checked the date on Wikipedia - says I died the following day. That explains it - can't remember anything since.

Or am I really 111 and gaga? Deluded? And why am I in a place named after something in a washroom?
Was I really shouting ALEXANDER BLOODY NEVSKY while lying on a station platform? Maybe just a voice inside my head?? Seem to have an English voice. Odd.

Every building looks the same as every other building. Bombed and all rebuilt to a single plan?

No, all built at different times. Like a cathedral built over many generations? Or is it false? Or is it... a film set?

William Freise-Green. Inventor of … Really? Never heard of him. But the film theme again! Good.

Cameras everywhere. Reduced to the size of cigar boxes. Remotely controlled. Beautiful. For me to use? Somehow? Am I in the most astonishing studio ever devised? Am I in heaven?

Get it now. Why called Bath - hot water spurting out of the ground rather than out of taps. Been holy place for millennia. The sacred washroom. Like Lourdes, a place of pilgrimage? Crawl here on their hands and knees?

Heritage? What’s that? 

Circle. Circus. Royal? Amphitheatre. A place of ritual? Slaughter to appease the gods?

Clowns? The cruelty of sacrifice from ancient times evolves to that in our era -a bucket of water down the trousers. History repeats self... first tragedy, then farce. Marx. M’mm... Schadenfreude.
Circuses... That’s me - the ginger clown. The fall guy. The white clown always wins.
Odd. Jane Austen lived from 1775 to 1817. See no mention of the French Revolution, no reference to wars, or Napoleon... Europe was on FIRE for most of her life. Do people love this writer because she ignores all that?

Loved drawing guillotines! Papa did not approve. 

Damn. I’m only superimposed.
Ah, progress. Now connecting with the inanimate.
Excellent! Opinions... Proposals... Objections... Protests. I must join in!
F again…. 

Fear of the future? Absurd. F for fear? F for Future? F for what? 

F for Freezeframe. If I am in an F for Film, I am happy. 
No fear! My future has arrived! I’m in it!
It’s not how I expected it to be, however. Neo-classical...
Life lived at a gallop, that’s Sergei Mickailovitch Eisenstein! Off one train and rush for another. Born in one calendar, died in another. Even if October got shoved into November - I made up for those thirteen days lost.

Church time. Bah. Russian Church kept to the old calendar - absurd. Church and state running at different times, quite mad...
She claims to be F for Friend. Hope not F for Fake. But is she really THE PRODUCER? Devious lot. How - much - does - she - know?

Acting! The cliché detective. Drama. Is that the direction to go? 

Always two of everything. Nature’s way. Is Marinetti my mad twin?

But I’m in my own future. Aren’t I? Or am I just a film? A hypothetical future? Nothing seems right. What happened to modernism? Where are the buildings we dreamed of? The chaos of endless renewal...

Has time become unstable? Is it looping? Marinetti bloody spaghetti? Like film - speed of film through the camera, speed of film through a projector - all are variables. Film is dream made visible.

Paul Robeson. Same age as me but lived 20 years longer. Shamefully treated by his own nation. Also same as me. Died on my birthday - if I’d have been alive then.

When I think of Paul, I think of Hamlet - “What a piece of work is a man, how noble in reason, how infinite in faculties ...” That film we planned together ... Ah, my dear Paul, I salute you. Such a fighter! The patron saint of protest!
When we're children the future is a huge and empty space. 

Children draw without hesitation. They throw their dreams and all the things they love down on the page. They hurl their desires into the future. Like a Pharaoh choosing what to take to the afterlife. As children, we think of the future as somewhere to escape to. We climb into our boats and sail away.

Oh, the beauty of people collaborating purposefully... Individual submerged in the strength of numbers. Harnessing energy! Squabbles forgotten! We united to defend the revolution!
Good God. It’s not just behind. It’s falling further behind. Bath Time isn’t just behind GMT, it’s falling further. Slowing down. It’s regressive. A millisecond a day. We’ll never arrive. I mean... the future will never arrive!
We must find a source of... I don’t know. Energy? Yes, energy.

I must be properly in time. Bath Time. Then I can attack it from within. The enemy within - brilliant. That’s me. That’s revolution, that’s change, that’s the business...  I can hold things like newspapers... I fell over a dog... I’m nearly there... 
Fusion as a source of energy. All protests to be piled together. Sloika principle - layer cake. The ultimate bomb.
